T 37 pontiac

Q: Greg I would like to add a car to your list of the top 10 muscle cars from the decade. It had a
H. As you may know the T37 was a stripped Lemans including a cloth bench seat with rubber
floor mats. It was a pretty plain car except for the Rally wheels. Maybe you have some additional
information on this car, production numbers etc. A: Bill thanks for your letter and mention of
perhaps the most forgotten muscle car of all-time. And yes, I forgot about the T37 as it is indeed
worthy of a Top callout! Your T37 was based on the lightweight Lemans style chassis and
believe it or not, I came across one at a car show in Waverly, N. The vehicle I saw at the car
show is not a percent original GT Although powered by a correct Ram Air engine, it is a
convertible. Even though no GT37 convertibles were ever built, it will be a sweet car when
finished. Interesting about the rare T37 is, as you mention, how stripped down they came from
the factory. You mention your car had the M22 Muncie 4-speed, a sure giveaway that your T37
had some serious muscle under the hood. The T37 arrived mid-year just as the muscle car
revolution was slowing down, mostly due to very high muscle car insurance premiums. If you
wanted a GTO, the insurance was sky high for youngsters, so Pontiac used the Tempest model
with T37 identification to fall under Pontiac Tempest insurance rates, which were much lower
than a GTO. As for nomenclature, T stood for Tempest and 37 was the Pontiac internal code for
any and all hardtop coupes across the line. Other V8s were available, but the Ram Air was the
hot ticket. It was for sprucing up only, and did not include any performance engines. Then in ,
things changed. The Tempest was no longer available, so Pontiac used its identical inch
Lemans chassis for the T37 models and its lower insurance premiums. Further, anything that
added weight to the models was eliminated, saving over pounds in the two-door performance
models. A four-door T37 was also available, but its wheelbase was four inches longer and not
suited for muscle car enthusiast. Overall T37 production came in at near 36,, of which 5, were
V8s. But of the V8s, only 54 had the H. Not a typoâ€¦just 54 of them. In summary, few high
performance T37s remain so if you see one at a car show, you are viewing a very rare muscle
car. He welcomes reader questions or comments on collector cars, auto nostalgia and old-time
motorsports at Roosevelt St. Digital access or digital and print delivery. Well, sort of. Hope this
all helps Bill and thanks much for reading my columns. Site Archive. Please call us at Striking
classic! Pontiac Silver Streak. Pontiac Chieftain. Pontiac Star Chief. Pontiac Ventura. Pontiac
Bonneville. Astounding classic! Pontiac Catalina. Pontiac Tempest. Dramatic classic! Pontiac
Grand Prix. Pontiac Lemans. Breathtaking classic! Fantastic classic! See for yourself! Find out
why collectors and enthusiasts around the world visit Gateway Classic Cars. We can help you
get you behind the wheel of the car of your dreams - dreamsdriven. Our cars range from
spectacular vintage rides from the dawn of the automobile industry to the pure, unbridled power
of American made muscle cars. Every one of our cars has a story and now is the perfect time to
write your own chapter. Please enjoy viewing our cars below and let us know we can help you.
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in Jan Previous Next. My Cameo White '71 H. T was ordered by Mr. Warren Young of Holiday,
Florida, specifically to drag race. I am the third owner of the car, and purchased it in January
from the second owner, who was only able to provide me with the Protect-O-Plate. I was lucky
that most of the ultra-rare original drivetrain was still intact, minus the air cleaner, distributor,
and original PQ-code transmission. Being the "dead-nuts-on" fanatic that I am, I quickly tracked
down and replaced the missing components. The T has a mere 14, miles on the clock mostly a
quarter-mile at a time , but was severely weather-beaten when I purchased it, so a restoration
began almost as soon as I brought it home. When I dismantled the interior, I removed the
passenger-side door panel and discovered the original buildsheet taped to the back of it-in mint
condition! As a result, I performed an accurate restoration, as I knew all the proper mechanical
components, paint codes, and so on, which were included in that extremely important
document. The underside of the T was pristine, with its original gray primer still intact, so I saw
no reason to pull the car off the frame. Its blasted shell and sheetmetal were sent to the body
shop, while the engine was sent to be assembled soon afterward. Petersburg for machining.
The Sandalwood code seats and headliner were completely redone from scratch with N. The
original door panels were mint fortunately , and so was the rubber floor mat. Yes, it has a rubber
floor mat-no carpet! A very unique item on my car is the hood tachometer. To date, my good
friend Dan Jensen has only documented two Tempests with factory hood tachs. Dan has also
documented that my car is 1 of only 15 hardtop Ts produced with a factory-ordered H. The car's
original code XVK bolt posi rear was still intact, but it had 4. It was sent out and rebuilt, and the

3. I uncovered and documented the original yellow and green inspection splotches on top of the
pumpkin as I pressure-washed the rearend, so I duplicated them as close as possible before I
reinstalled the rear. I installed the correct inch-shell-length Walker Dynomax Super Turbos and
a fresh aluminized exhaust. Back in January , I drove the car to the original owner, Mr. Young,
for him to see. He was taken aback by how original and correct it had been restored, and gave
me his approval. But the best part of my visit to his house was the vintage photo that he
supplied me of my car back in at our local dragstrip-pulling the front wheels at the starting line!
Included in this restoration were all N. I added a power trunk, trunk lamp, a rare ''72 N. All of the
original racing components were removed and stored for authentication, such as the rear
coilspring airbags, driveshaft loop, and Hurst Line-Loc, to name a few. My thanks to Mr. T Dan
Jensen for providing me the valuable information I needed on this restoration and supertuning
my T. His work paid off as it ripped off a My dream is to show my T at Amelia Island due to its
rarity and rich racing history. My Pontiac and Me spotlights reader experiences with their own
Pontiacs in their own words. To be considered for publication, submit several high-quality color
photos if digital, each photo must be larger than 1 megabyte in JPG format-no other formats,
please , your own Pontiac story typed, approximately words , your name, address, and
telephone number to:. A contract release and W-9 with your social security number will be
required. Close Ad. Kevin Guido writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. There is a reserve
on the car and it has not yet been met. The car is painted blue and is said to be solid with very
little rust. Pontiac introduced the Tempest in as an entry-level compact car. The T was
introduced in midyear as a hardtop coupe. This Tempest T37 is equipped with a Pontiac cubic
inch V8 engine 5. The Pontiac cubic inch V8 was rated at horsepower in and came with a 2
barrel carburetor. Other engine options included a Pontiac built OHC six-cylinder engine and
two versions of the Pontiac cubic inch engine. The blue vinyl interior of this T is fairly spartan
but an aftermarket air conditioner has been added. The automatic transmission is operated via a
column shifter and the front bench seat looks good. It is not that standard Pontiac wheel and
probably came off another GM brand car. The Tempest nameplate was dropped after and the T
continued for one more year into There is not a whole lot of information on the description of
the car with the exception that the car needs paint, a new dash and carpet. I hope this car is
purchased and restored and not used to clone a GTO. Poor mans GTO. Guy just out of HS had
one, was a nice car. No GTO, but a nice car. Since these bring silly money as a GTO, best to go
that route today. Yea, I read a story years ago about some souped Tempest,,, an ugly boring
version, that Pontiac had, a test mule I believe, that was bonkers quick and could smoke any
GTO in their posession. What was that, a RamAir V? Looks pretty cool with those old wheels on
it and it seems aimed at the Road Runner. Nice ride. The GT was the stripped down performance
Pontiac, not the T That, however, cannot be said of the GT, since that was actually designed as
a performance package from the very beginning. In 72, you could get the Endura front end on a
LeMans so maybe then? They had 4 bolt mains, larger cam and long branch exhaust manifolds,
beyond the cold air set up. Let alone GT I had a friend that spent years looking for a 70 GT, he
eventually found an original paint , 4bbl, 4spd bench seat car that came with factory in dash
tach and rear sway bar. He was more than a little happy when he found it, he looked a lot of junk
before he tracked it down. These variations were typical moves by the auto industry marketing
department to drop the MSRP a bit and grab a little more market share. They never lasted more
than a year or two. The biggest interest anyone has in these models is the banter that goes back
and forth on websites like this. Real market value and collector desirability are very low. I had
picked up a 69 pontiac lemans for nothing when I was young. Straight and clean interior. Had
the in it that did not run. I had it all torn down when the H. Anyway,rebuilt and back together it
was one hell of a sleeper. Nothing but a cloud of smoke for a whole block,and a nice long black
mark. The general Idea was with the lesser name plate,the cheaper it was to insure. And they
could produce more of them. I had a white 70 Lemans with the same color blue interior , same
drivetrain. Great little car. I never saw any difference with my Lemans to the Tempest. I have
never read that a T was faster those Judges were fast as hell i was 20 in 70 never heard that
back then lol. To me Pontiac was just more good looking than the rest, I think the68 GTO was
pontiacs peak, motors and horsepower aside. But if you talk I like them all, but one that sticks
out bodywise is the 72 lemans sportâ€¦â€¦ wait for itâ€¦Post! The doors had a frame around the
window with chrome around the window frame, These doors shut with authority like a Benz
Then you add the later model trans am shaker and it really brings out the nose. Just most of
them. I actually think the e code endurance delete looks really good, the chrome, then I got a
black hideaway car , very special cars. I have a 70 t tempest. I absolutely love this ride. It will be
going to my son. Of course over the years I have changed it around. I put a 68 in it. Back it up
with a tranny. Buckets ,tilt and totally different interior. Painted it cranberry pearl. This girl gets
a lot of attention. Most of all. Wow â€” that was cheap for a solid car. Don't post your car for

sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe
without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe
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reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Incredible 37 , mile original car. Two
owners, totally original and stock except for air filter and muffler. Loaded with options,
including T -tops. Incredible performance bargain that was never abused! The styling has aged
rather This one is finished in custom Orange paint with a Black interior. For , Pontiac reshuffled
its intermediate lineup with the Le Mans nameplate downgraded to the mid-line This Trans Am
has It comes with a 5. Don' t pass up this great deal it won' t come cheaper! We take pride in our
ability to make all the relevant information available to you onlin
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e If you've been aching for the perfect Very low mileage vehicle. Some minor wear on the
driver's side seat, which is typical for these vehicles, but otherwise in excellent condition. Very
smooth ride! This is a one-owner car. This vehicle is priced to sell. Don' t hesitate Head Room:
II,Front Leg Room: Wheelbase: Got a classic car to sell? We can Sell it! Call us Today! This car
also has T -Tops and is in mint condition and has been garage kept as a collectable. I have for
sale a beautiful Pontiac Trans am with the WS6 performance package. It has gray leather
interior, cruise,tilt,power seat,cd player, ac, t -tops,ram air. The driver seat does show some
wear as pictured. There are also It is powered Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price
lowest first. Pontiac t 37 - Used Cars. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first.
On page 20 40 Vineland, NJ. Carbondale, IL. Make offer. Cadillac, MI. Cleveland, AL. Location:
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